
CHAPTER IX. 

ANALYSIS OF CHAl\IBER-Cll.Li\.NI{ TRAINS. 

§ 78. 

Chaining of Cra.nk Mechanisms with Pressure-
organs. 

HAVING no,v made ourselves familiar with the application of 
kinematic analysis to the various forms of the simple crank 
chain, we may go a step further, and may proceed-limiting 
ourselves still to the same class of mechanisms-to examine the 
extent to ,vhich this analysis is applicable to actual machines. 
vVhen we have completed this examination we may hope to have 
made the road to the practical use of the analysis sufficiently
evident and easy. 

An1ong the numberless applications of the crank chain in 
machinery one special class clain1s our attention,-that namely 
in ,vhich a pressure-organ,-water, air, steam, gas, &c.,-is used 
in kinematic combination ,vith the mechanism, so as· to produce
either a machine for moving the pressure-organ, such as a pump,
or its contra-positive, a machine driven by the pressure-organ, an 
engine or "prime-mover." The combinations employed for these 
two purposes must obviously have a very close relationship, and 
a great number of the chain forms ,vhich we have considered have 
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been practically used for both of them. r\t the san1e time there 
is perhaps no depart1nent of practical ,vork about ,vhich n1ore 
indefinite and certain ideas have been held than this. The method 
of dealing with it has been little better than a groping in the 
dark, v1ithout the guidance of any principle, without knowledge 
of its course, without understanding of its 1naterials. Such a 
n1ultitude of arrangements have been devised-and are still being 
devised-for the carrying out of one and the same purpose, that 
it appears almost impossible for a single individual to reduce theru 
all to order, or even to find out their existence. The irresistible 
tendency to-,vards the invention of "rotary " steam-engines has 
contributed greatly to increase the nun1ber of these arrangements. 
This tendency has given us many useless, or apparently useless,
machines, and has been the rneans of '\\1asting much thought and 
capital. Would-be inventors have again and again been ,varned
of it, but the warnings do not seem to have had any effect. From 
a kinematic stand-point the ,varning cannot be unconditionally 
repeated. In the first place the class of inventors here concerned 
are exactly those ,vhom our ,varning ,vill never reach, or ,vho ,vill 
not listen to it. 1'hen again the atten1pted combinations may not 
in themselves be ba<l, although their practical usefulness ruay not 
correspond to the hopes of their inventors. And lastly, it does 
not seen1 justifiable to check empirical experi1nents so long as 
theoretical investigations into the matter fail to furnish the means 
of doing better or as well, or even to say ,vith certainty ,vhat is 
the real '\Vorth or ,vorthlessness of the results obtained. 

We have now, ho,vever, got a n1ost in1portant auxiliary in the 
matter, for in kinematic analysis we have the n1eans of deter
mining the real nature even of the most disguised rriechanisms, 
and we shall proceed at once to the consideration of this proble1n
so far as it concerns the machines just 1nentione<l, in ,,;,hich crank 
trains are formed into pressure-organ niachines. 

The process of designing such a n1achine divides itself into t,vo 
parts. There is, first, (a) the making of one of the links into a 
vessel or chamber, and (b) the forn1ing of another (or t,vo others) 
into a movable diaphragm or piston,-the relative n1otions of these 
parts beiug so arranged that the pressure-organ alternately fills 
and is driven out fron1 the space between thern. The second part 
of the process consists in the addition of kinen1atic arrangements 
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for the periodic opening and closing of the passages leading to the 
chan1ber. 1'hese arrangements 111ay be included under the name 
of valv e-gear, or n1ore generally, as ,ve shall see in § 135, of 
direct ing-gear. 

The chan1ber and piston fonn a kinematic chain with the (liquid 
or gaseous) fluid, and this is united ,,ith the crank n1echanis111 
into a co1upound chain, ,vhich, under some circumstances, may 
require a very extended formula. \Ve n1ay, ho,vever, disregard 
this for the present, keeping before our minds always tLe for1ns 
of pis  ton and chan1 ber, but not considering the fluid itself. 
This ,vill greatly simplify the matter, while at the same ti1ue it will 
be quite sufficient for our present purposes. Crank mechanisms 
having their links so formed, (as chamber and piston), that they 
are suited for the enclosure and motion of a fluid, we shall call 
cham her-crank t rains. As the constitution of the machine 
itself is independent of that of its valve-gear we need say very
little about the latter here; short descriptions of its general nature 
will al,vays suffice. vVe shall come later on (Chaps. XI and XII) 
to the consideration of the real kinematic meaning of the valve
gear, as ,vell as that of the pressure-organs, in such cases as those 
no,v before us. 

§ 79. 

Chamber-crank Trains from the Turning Slider
crank. 

(Plates XIV. and XV.) 
The arrangement adopted in the table of mechanisms in § 74 

gives them in ,vbat appears to be their nattu·al order. In order,
however, to reduce as far as possible the difficulties unavoidably
connected with our analysis I �hall here consider them in a diffe
rent way, commencing with the 1nechanism which is probably most 
familiar to the reader:-that used in the ordinary " direct-acting" 
steam-engine. ·vve therefore begin with the chain (O;P.1..), and 
take first the mechanism (C�P.l..)d , the turning slider-crank. Plates 
XIV. and XV. show schematically eight forms of chamber-crank 
gear formed from this mechanism. ,ve shall consider them in 
order. 

Pl. XIV. 1. is the form familiar to us in common direct-actino·b 
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engines and pumps. The link taking the forrn of the cha1nher is the 
framed; its upper part is n1ade the guiding prism for the block c, 
its lower part being for1ned as a hollo\v cylinder, the steam- or pu1np
cylinder as the case n1ay be. In this moves a tightly-fitting piston 
or plunger, which is sin1ply an extension do,vn,vards of the block c. 
The feathered arrows show here (as in the following figures) the 
direction of motion of the in-coming and out-going fluid ,vhen the 
crank a is moving in the direction indicated by the plain arro,v. 
If the machine be a pump the valves almost always act automatically, 
the pressure of the fluid itself opening and closing them. If the 
machine be an engine, on the other hand, a special kinen1atic chain, 
-the valve gear-is required for ,vorking them. There are a fe,v 
pumps also in which a sin1ilar chain or gearing is employed. It 
must not be forgotten that the kinematic condition for the chamber 
is that it must be prismatic; the choice of a circular cylinder for 
its form is merely accidental, and made for the sake of convenience. 
It has none the less furnished the nan1e,-steam-cylinder, pump
cylinder, etc.,-by ,vhich the chamber is commonly known. In 
some cases 'Where the chambers of ventilating machines have been 
made of wood, exactly the same considerations of conve11ience have 
led to the adoption of a square instead of a circular cross section. 
The position of the chain relatively to the horizon does not affect it 
in any ,vay. Fig. 1 therefore serves equally for horizontal engines 
and pumps, or for those ,vhich are iuclined, or inverted, or in any 
other position; whatever. practical difference there n1ay be between 
these various " systems," kine1natically they are identical. One 
other point requires to be noticed,-what is kno,vn as the" double
action" of the piston. It is necessary for our purposes to understand 
clearly what this means. It is that in each period,-that is here 
in each revolution of the crank,-the piston is paired ,vith the fluid 
not only on one but on both sides ;-and from this it follows that i n  
one whole period t h e  chamber n1u·st a lways b e  t,vice 
f i ll ed  ,vith f luid.  ,vith plunger pumps or single-acting engines 
this is not the case ; the distinction made between them in 
practice is therefore borne out kinematically. 

,ve have placed below our figure the contracted special formula 
of the mechanism, from which it v.'ill be seen that it contains 
nothing beyond the four links ,vhich ,ve already kno,v,-if we dis
regard the valve-gear and the fluid organ. The block c appears as 
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the driving link, as ,vould be the case if the mechanism were that 
of a stea1n-engine. Were it used as a pump the formula would be 
(C�PJ_)!. The expression ( V±) = c, d is added_ to sho,v that the 
piston V+ and the chamber V-,-that is the pair (V±),-are 
formed by the links c and d respectively, the block and slider of 
the turning slider-crank. The principal formula, along with this 
additional expression for the chambering, is also subjoined in the 
same ,vay to all the follo"ring figures. 

Plate XIV. 2 sho,vs a form of steam-engine used by Broderip 
(1828) and Humphreys (1835)* but specially connected, as the 
Trunk engine, with the name of Penn. The upper part of the 
prism c is made into a trunk sufficiently large to allow the pin 3 to 
fall within instead of beyond it (3 thus lying within 4), an� is so 
formed that the coupler b can swing freely although the axis of 3 be 
placed far back as in the figure. The trunk greatly diminishes the 
capacity of the upper part of the chamber, but in this it differs 
only in degi·ee from the former arrangement, where the piston rod 
also diminished the capacity of the upper chamber in precisely 
the same way.

Fig. 3, Plate XIV., is an arrangement designed by Hastiet for a 
steam-engine. It is single-acting only, and the chamber is extended 
completely over the crank. The piston is made very heavy in 
order that its weight may to some extent equalize the working of 
the machine. Hicks has 1nore recently tried to introduce the same 
arrangement ,vith the frame d placed horizontally ; his engine at the 
Paris Exhibition attracted n1ore attention than it deserved.! In 
order to equalize its action and to carry it over the dead points he 
used four mechanisms, or rather two pairs of mechanisms with chain
closure as in § 46, and worked the valve-gear of one pair from the 
pistons of the other.§ 

* I have in every case done my best to ascertain the name of the inventor or 
first introducer of each machine, but further than this I cannot answer for the priority 
of those named, or for the dates given. I have had to content myself with infor
mation at second or third-hand in cases where no more direct sources of information 
have been accessible to me. I therefore make no pretension to give here an historical 
account of rotary engines or pumps.-R. 

t Johnson, bnperial (Jyclopredia, Steam-engine, p. lx. ; also Bernoulli, Dampf
maschinen-lehre, 1854, p. 321. 

+ Offiziellen oster. Ausstellungsbericht, 1868, Motoren und 1fo.schinen der allgem. 
Mechanik, p. 118. etc. Kittoe and Brotherhood's " Paragoni" steam-pump is also 
an example of this mechanism. 

§ Brotherhood's " three-cylinderi" engine, the general construction of which is 
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the other. The aYailable capacity of the chamber, that is the 
,vhole volun1e of its upper part less the volun1e of the circular 
part of the piston, is filled and emptied once in each revolution ; 
the pump is therefore single-acting. ,vhen in its lo,vest position
the piston allo,vs free connnunication to exist for an instant bet,veen 
the suction and delivery pipes, ,vbich, hovrever, ,vith a tolerably 
quick motion 111ight not greatly injure its action. Between the end 
sufaces of b and d there is Jo,ver pairing, but that between their 
outer surfaces (those shown in the section) is higher, which of 
itself renders it difficult to keep the joint tight. The pump 
requires no valves, none at least for the usual purposes.

Plate XV. Fig. 1. Lan1b's steam-engine • (patented 1842). This 
machine was intended to \\'Ork ,vith air or gas as ,vell as steam, or 
to be used as a pump. If the very indistinct description of the 
inventor can be trusted our figure represents its essential parts. 
The mechanism is a reduced turning slider-crank, the block c being
omitted ; its general formula is therefore (C�PJ...)d - c. The coupler
b is a.gain the piston, the fran1e d the chamber. The special 
formula is therefore (C;P..1.)i - c. On account of the omission of 
c, the higher pairing bet .. veen b and d \vhich ,ve have already 
described in § 76 (Figs. 269 and 270), is nsed at 3, ,vhich aln1ost 
destroys the possibility of that joint being stea1n-tight. The 
inventor rectifies this by the use of some additional closing piece, 
the nature of ,vhich he does not make clear, and ,vhi�h we have 
therefore omitted. The tightness of this joint is not, hov{ever, 
important if only leakage could be prevented bet,veen the circular 
walls of the chamber and the piston where they are in cor.tact, for 
Lamb uses the steam both within and without the annular piston. 
In the position sho,vn there is on the left between the piston and 
the outer wall of the chamber a considerable space, while between 
the inner side of the piston and the inner wall of the chamber an 
opening into ,vhich steam is admitted is just beginning to show 
itself. The action here begins ,vhen the outer space is just half 
full and the crank at the top of its stroke. The steam in the t'>vo 
complementary spaces within and beyond b is allowed to escape 
freely. As the crank rotates the slot at 3' moves up and down the 
fixed diaphragm in cl, exactly as the pin 3 and block c in the last 

* See as to this and the following machine, Repertory of Patent Inventions, 1843. 
Enlarged series, vol. 1, p. 98. 
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example. If no expansion ,vere required only such valve-gear 
would be ,vanted as ,vould suffice to prevent escape of stea1n in 
the lowest position of the coupler, ,vhere (as in Pattison's machine) 
the piston itself does not hinder communication between the t,vo 
ports.

Plate XV. 2 represents a second of Lamb's machines, in which two 
similar n1echanisms are united, one being placed ,vithin the other. 
The pistons b and b

2 
act quite independently,-they are t,vo

1couplers of unequal length driving a comn1on crank. The arro,vs
indicating the motion of the steam as well as the ports for the 
inner chan1ber are on1itted in the figure for simplicity's sake. �fr. 
Lamb insists most strongly that even n1ore than two of the annular 
chambers and their ring-shaped pistons should be used together,
intending that the second and follo·wing chamhers should serve for 
the expansion of the steam. As the available chamber capacity
both inside and outside the piston is filled and emptied once in 
each revolution, the machine may be considered double-acting.

Fig. 3. PL XV. shows a form of rotary steam-engine which has 
very frequently been proposed,-by Bahrens (Koln) in 1847,
by D. Napier in 1851, ,vho patented it with certain improvements,• 
and then by Bompard (Piedmont,) ,vho re-invented it in 1867.t 
Our figure represents a double application of the train (C�P.l.)d ,vith
the link a as piston and d as chamber. The link b serves merely
as a n1eans for obtaining a tight joint, as a link of the chain it is 
itself incompletely closed. It still consists indeed of tv;o cylinders 
or portions of t,vo cylinders, one described about the axis of 2, and 
one about the axis of 3 ;-but its half-moon-shaped profile is not 
such as will give a constrained pairing either with a or ,vith c. The 
kinematic closure is here therefore brought about through the block 
c, but for this purpose some :nuciliary arrangernent has to be 
e1nployed on account of the incompleteness of b. The formula 
therefore n1ust be so constructed as to express the inco1npleteness 

· both of b and of c. It may therefore be ,vritten as follows;
indicating the double application of the sa1ne chain by the factor 
2 outside the brace : 

* Repertory of Patent Inventions, vol. xx., 1852, p. 307. 

t Genie lnd1tstricl, vol. xxxiv., 1867, p. 179. 
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If it be dt::sirc(l to sho\v that the sa111e links a anLl d are common 
to both chains, that is, that only one of each of these links exists 
in the 1nachine, ,ve 1nust add - a - d at the end of the formula 
outside the braces. 

Bahrens used only one block, so that his chain ,-vas only single, 
and he employed a ,veight to effect the closure of c. N apicr, 
on the other hand, used a perfectly correct chain-closure for that 
purpose. At first he also used a single chain only, omitting, like 
J1ahrens, the lo\ver block and the corresponding ports,-he con
nected, hovvever, with the block t,ro pins conaxial ,vith 3, one being 
placed on each side of the chamber d (externally), and he connected 
each of these by a coupler equal in length to b ,\·ith eccentrics 
having their sheaves conaxial ,vith the cylinder 2. In other words, 
he e1nployed t,vo auxiliary and in every respect e.qual and similarly 
acting chains of the form ( C� PJ_ )\ ,vhich not only had throughout 
the same link lengths as the chan1ber-crank chain, but had also the 
fixed link d in common �1ith it. It is evident without "further expla
nation that such chain-closure 1nust ensure the constrained motion 
both of the block c and of the crescent-shaped coupler b. 

Bon1pard first employed the double chain ·sho,\'n in our figure, 
-he used a special chain of several links (,vhich "'e need n0t here 
Jescribe) to effect the closure of the block c, and a.s it does this 
only approxi1nately, l1is engine formB a less perfect solution of the 
problem than N'apier's. 

1)1. X'\T . , 4. Rotary steam-engine proposed and constructed both by
Yule* (Glasgo,v, 1836) and by Hallt (before 1869). It is a 
reduced turning slider-crank \Vith the coupler 01nitted and with 
force-closure used for the block c, and ,vill therefore be ,vritten 

d C 

(r:''J>J_); - b - --· . 
· 3 . 0 

1'he link a is again the driviug link and the piston, whileed forms 
the chamber. Yule arranged his ports as in our figure ; Hall made 
the exhaust as ,:re have show·n it, bu.t caused the steam to enter 
through an opening in the block it.self, for ,vhich reason he carried 
up the cba1nber aboYe the block (Cf. Fig. 4) and connected the 

.. Battaille et Jullien, J,fachines a Vapeur (1847), vol. 1., p. 449 ; Berliner 
Verhandl1ingen (1838), p. 233 ; Bourne, St. Eng., p. ::192. 

t Propag. lnd11strielle, iv. (1869), p. 3,10,; Geni.e /11,d,u.stricl, vol. xx.xv. 
0868), T'- �:'. 
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stean1-pipe ,vith it above the ln,tter. In both cases the force
closure of the block ,vas effected by its o,vn ,veight. The higher 
pairing bet,veen a and c is badly suited for making the steam-tight 
joint ,vhich is there required. 

,ve see no,v ,vhat has not previously been recognised-that 
these eight cha1nber-crank trains are all founded upon the familiar 
mechanis1n of the first example, and are all derived from it in the 
san1e "ray, by for1ning t,vo of its links so as to serve as chamber 
and piston respectively and by the addition, ,vhere necessary, of 
valve gear. '\Ve shall not here enter further into the question 
of the practical value of any of the n1achines ; apart from this,
ho\\·ever, all the eight solutions arc equally legitimate, and there
fore merit equal attention from our present point of view. The 
links \\1hich are used as piston and chamber are 

c and cl, b and d, a and d. 
In every cased is the cha1nber. This is a very natural choice, 

for cl is the fixed link and the necessary stean1 or ,vater pipes 
can therefore be 1nuch 1nore easily connected ,vith it than with 
any of the other links. "\Ve shall, ho,vever, soon see that in spite 
of this advantage one of the moving links has not unfrequently 
been chosen in practice as the chamber. The illustrations ,vhich 
we have given, therefore, do not nearly exhaust the varieties of 
chan1ber-crank gear ,vhich can be formed fron1 the mechanism 
(C�PJ_)'1,-there ,vould be no difficulty in arranging other combi
uations. There could hardly be machines having less apparent 
resemblance to the si1nple crank chain than those of Lamb-they 
appear at first to have uothing in comn1011 ,vith it ; it may even 
be difficult for the reader, until he has become more familiar ,vith 
the rnethods of kine1n�tic analysis, to realise their identity. Not
,vithstanding this our analysis has led us to the result-has sho,vn 
us distiuctly the real nature of the machine-·without a.ny forcing 
or special assurnptions whatever. Tllis example serves to show 
too ho,v necessary our forn1er general investigations were, how 
in1portant it was for us to become familar ,vith the exchangeability 
of + and - in the lo"'er pairs, the expansion of elements, the 
reduction and ang1nentation of chains and so on, and to be able 
to recognise th,� effects of these processes upon the external for1n 
of the n1echanis111. 
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§ 80. 
Chamber-crank Trains from the Isosceles Turning 

Slider-crank. 

(Plate XVI. Fig. 1.) 
The special case of the turning slider-crank which occurs \vhen 

the lengths of the coupler and crank are made equal has been not 
unfrequently employed in chamber-crank trains. PL XVI. Fig. 1, 
sho,vs a stean1-engine for1ned fron1 it by Da,ves* in 1816. "\Ve 
called the 1nechanism the isosceles turning slider-crank. Here 
again the frame or slide cl is n1ade the fixed link, so that its general 
formula is ca;�G"P..l..)d . The piston is part of C and the chamber 
of d, so that \Ve have also V± = c, d. The special formula is there
fore (G;�G" p.1...)� . The coupler is prolonged and carries on its 
further end a second block c

11 moving in a slide di, which forms one 
piece with d. The chain is thus closed by the addition of a second _chain, equal and similar to the first but placed at right angles to it, 
instead of by the pair-closure described in §§ 47 and 70. 

The object of this mechanism is to reduce the distance bet,veen
the crank-shaft and the cylinder; an exan1ination of it sho\vs, 
however, that it possesses such constructive difficulties as to leave 
it little practical value. It appears, ho,rever, here and there, as 
for instance � the London Exhibition of 1851,t and in 1868 at 
the Exhibit.ion at St. Petersburg. At the latter place Prof. 
Tchebischeff exhibited a working model, in \vhich the second 
prismatic guide \Vas replaced by an augmentation of the chain 
(§ 67) in the shape of a " parallel motion" designed by him.t 

* Severin's Abhan<llungen (�11-itthe:il. des techn. Dcp. fur (}eu,erbe 1826), p. 64. 
+ See Booth's Machine in the O.fficial C:atalogu..e., vol. i., p. 219.:
::: Berlinm· Verlzandlnngen, 18iO, p. 182. The Imperial Technical School at 

:P.[oscow exhibited at Vienna, i11 lSi:}, a scrtionril model of this arrangt>ment which 
was illustrated in Enginecriil!l, ,·,JI. �:,·i., p. 28 t 
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§ 81. 

Chamber-crank Trains from the Swinging Block. 

Plate X'\rI., Figs I and 2, aud Plate XVII. 
The second of the four mechanisms ,vhich are obtained from the 

chain (o;p..1.) ,vas the sw·inging block slider-crank, the mechanis1n 
in ,vhich tbe chain was placed on the coupler b, ( o;PJ...)b. It has 
been employed as a chan1ber-crank train in a nun1ber of ways. 

Probably the oldest for1n is that of the oscillating steam-engine,
Fig. 2, Pl. XVI., invented by J\furdock,* 1785. The forn1cr :coupler b has become tl:e fixed link, the crank a turns about the 
pin ,vhich ,vas the crank pin; the block c has taken the shape of 
the cylindrical chan1ber and the slide d that of the piston. The 
cha1nberiug can be expressed in the forrn ( V±) = d, c, ,vhile the 
special forn1nla of the 1nechanis1n is (C;P.1-)}. The valve-gear 
used by l\1urdock ,vas so arranged that a fixed but somewhat 
t1lastic arin caused the rod of a common D slide-valve to move up
and do\vn parallel to the piston rod, so that the slide ,vas always 
in the middle of its stroke ,vhen the crank was at a dead point. 
Later on the stean1 adn1ission and exhaust ,vere 1nanaged by meaus 
of suitably formed openings in the hollo,v pin or trunnion 3, or iu 
sonic piece conaxial to and connected with it, and the same method 
is still applied in cases where the mechanism is to be employed as 
a hydraulic engine or a pump. ,ve n1ay call such an arrangement 
trunnion-v a l v e  gearing. If it be required to use the fluid ex
pansively a more complex gear must be used. 

A comparison between Fig. 2, PL. XVI., and ]fig. 1, Pl. XIV. 
sho,vs tbat--apart from its valve-gear-the oscillating stea1n-engine 
is simply an inversion of the direct-acting engine. The signs of 
the pait 4 are also reversed, so that the piston of the latter becomes 
here the " cylinder," ,vhile its " cylinder" is here the piston. If 
the chain had beeQ. inverted ,vithout this pair-inversion, movable 
steam and exhaust pipes ,vould have had to be used on account of 
the 1notion of the chamber. If, however, the gearing were so 
altered that the ports could be carried through the piston-rod, it 
might be possible to arrange the admission and discharge by 

• lluirhead, bwentions of James TYa.f.t, Yol. iii., plate 34. 
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KINEMATICS OF MACHINERY. 

trunnion Yalves in a not altogether unpractical "·ay. I may only
n1ention that this has actually been done in a 1nachine intended 
t\ither for a stea1n-engine or a pun1p, patented in England by Herr 
E. Jelo"•icki * in 183G. 

No alteration of principle, and very little of detail, is involved 
in placing the pin 3 belo,v the cylinder as in Fig. 3, Pl. XVI., 
instead of opposite its centre as in Fig. 2. This arrangement is 
adopted in the steam-engine of Alban, Farcot, and others, as also 
in Sir \V. Arn1strong's ,vell-known hydraulic engines, &c. 

The fixed link n1a.y be used as the chamber instead of one of 
the n1oving ones. In order to sho'w this, and so to generalise 
s01ne,vhat the solution of the proble1n before us, I add in Fig. 1, 
Pl. X"\TJI. a constrnction ,vhich might be used as a pump, and 
in ,vhich the link t,-the " cylindere" of tLe last figura,-is rnade 
the piston. It swings to and fro fro111 the pin 3 in the cha1nber b. 
The arrangen1ent cannot pretend to any great practical value, 
although pu1nps have been 111arle ,vhich are not at all unlike it,
con1pare, e.g., J.,"'ig. 1 in Pl. XX""\T. 

The stea1n-engine of Si1npson and Shipton,t shown schematically 
in :Fig. 2, Pl. XVII., is a 1nore interesting exa1nple than the last. 
A special test of it "'as n1ade in 1848, which ostensibly proved 
that it really possessed the advantages clai1ned for it. .lte,v
illustrations, however, sho,v n1ore distinctly than this, on the 
one hand, how the feeling of interest excited by a novelty may
lead even able engineers to see more in it than actually exists 
there, and, on the other hand, ho,v indistinct and confused our 
kine1natic notions have hitherto been. The inventors themselves, 
as ,vell as their interpreters, appear completely perplexed in the 
atte1npt to analyse the 1notions going on before them. Ordinary
tern1s ,vill not suffice the1n for this purpose ; in describing the 
piston a and its 1notion they speak of an " eccentric revolving i n  
its O\Yn diameter." An " eccentric " geo1netrical fiction, certainly ! 
!{evolving in  its o,vn dian1eter l That this quasi-explanation
consisted simply of ,vords ··without n1eaning remained unnoticed, as 
did other n1attcrs in ,vhich there "'as an equally suspicious indis
tinctness of expression. They remained unnoticed simply because 

* Newton, London .Tnnnud of Arts, etc. Conjoined series, vol. ix. (1837), p. 34.· t .Johnson, Imperial Cyclopcediai,-Dcscription of plates, p. 29i; also Newton, 
a:> abon', ,·ol. xxxvii. (1850), p. 207. 
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no ,-ray ,vas knovi7ll of thro"·ing light on the 1natter, because the 
111ethods hitherto used for describing such motions have to a great 
extent failed in reaching their real underlying principles. 

vVhat we have bef0re us is simply a reduced s,vinging block,
the link cl omitted and ct and c made respectively piston and 
chamber, the forrr1er being the driving link. The formula for the 
n1echanisn1 is ( c;p.1.)� - cl, and for the cha1nhering ( V±) = ct, c. 
Disregarding the latter and also the reduction, the chain is simply 
that sho,vn in Fig. 226 (a,nte\ Relatively to c, a describes similar 
oscillations to those of the piston cl in Figs. 2 and 3, PL XVI., fro1n 
"·hich it differs only in having rotation as vvell as oscillation. In 
the n1achine itself a suitable valve gear ,vas used to control the 
admission and exhaust of the stea1u just as in the for1ner cases. 
It is obvious, however, that the reduction of the chain, ,vhich has 
necessitated the use of a higher instead of a lo,ver pairing between 
c and a, has made it extre1nely difficult to keep ·the piston stearn
tight. I may add that the san1e mechanis1n, (C';P.J..)! - d, has 
been en1ploye<l also by an A1nerican-Broughton*-as a pump. 
Ile uses trunnion valves arranged upon the shaft 2 of the piston ct. 

Fig. 3. Pl. XVII. Pun1p patented by Knottt in England 
1863. I!ere the link d has becorne piston and b chan1ber,-the 
chain is not reduced. The prism 4 of the link d,-\vhich is placed 
"'ithin 3 as in our schcnuttic J<'ig. 2-12,-n1akcs a ,vater-tight joint 
,vith the block c, as does the periphery of the ·open cylinder 1 
,vith the cylindrical ,vall of the cha.rnber. In the upper P<?Sition 
of d there is for an instant free co1nn1unication bet"·een the suction 
and delivery pipes as in Pattjson's pu1np ; apart from this, however, 
the fluid is dra,vn in continuously, ,vithout the necessity of valve 
gear, upon one side of the piston, and discharged continuously 
from the other, by the rotation of a. 1'his link is therefore given 
as the driving link in the for111ula. According to our forn1er 
definition l(nott's pun1p is single-acting, ,vhile the four other 
arrange1nents of tlie sarne rueehanism ,vhich "·e have mentioned 
are double-acting. 

Fig. 4. Pl. XVII. Blo,ving n1achine, patented in Prussia by 
'\Vedding in 1868. The chain (C;P.1.) is here reduced by the 

* Propagation Industi'iellc, iv. 1S69, p. 145. The French y,atent is dnted 1856. 
+ Newton, London Joun,al of Arts, &c. New series, vol. xix., 1864; also Konig,

Pumpen (,Tena 1S69), p. 103, "·here, ho,YcYcr, there is nu inaccurac,y in thetigurl'. 
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link c, otherwise the arraugen1ent is very si1nilar to that of IZuott's 
pump. "\Ve have again ( V±)=d, h,eand the crank a is again the 
driving-link. The higher pairing used het\\·een d and b on account 
of the omission of c is that of Fig. 270,-it is exactly the sa1ne 
therefore as that en1ployed by La1nb in the rnachines shown in 
Pl. XV. The pressures co1nmonly required iu blo\ving n1achines 
are so small that the closure at 3 is quite sufficient, and for the 
same reason the clisa<lvantage of the n1on1entary com1nunicati?n 
bebveen the suction and delivery pipes v.·hen the crank is at its 
upper centre is greatly reduced.* The relation bet\veen the 
machine before us and that of La111b (Pl. XV. Fig. 1) merits 
closer examination. \Ve find that the inner cylinder cl of Lamb's 
engine, with its prismatic plate 3', corresponds to the piston of 
the machine before us, and the revolving annular pfston of the 
former to the chan1ber of the lat�er,-and this again conditions 
their respective. double and single action. Herr \Veuding remarks 
that by suitably forming the upper portion of b and cl \Ve could 
make then1 into a second chamber and piston respectively, and 
that the latter \vould be in its most advantageous positions ,vhen the 
first piston ,vas in its ,vorst, i.e., at the upper centre, and vice 
versa. Here again there is an ana10gy ,vith Lamb's machine,
,vhere the actions on the two sides of the annular piston have the 
same relation to each other. 

Ouce n1ore looking back fro1u the t,:vo last n1achines to Fig. l, 
Pl. XIV., \Ve cannot ,vonder that it has only been after the most 
careful and searching analysis that \Ve have been able to recognise 
the turned connecting rod of the con1mon steam-engine in the 
peculiar looking chan1ber b, or its framing in the club-shaped 
piston d. 

§ 82. 

Chamber-crank Trains from the Turning Block. 

Plates XVIII. to XXII. 
No one of the crank mechanisms has been turned to account as 

a rotary engine or pun1p in so many different \vays as the turning 
* Two 6 horse.power machines of \VedJing, used in the Span<lau .i\rtillcry 

Works, apparently ·worked well. (The pistons here were made of wood, thl} 
plate at d of thin boards. ) Lately, however, both machines have heen replace,-\ 
by common fans, because the diminution of pressure occurring as the crank 1)assed 
the upper centres was found to affect the l'miths' fires.-R. 
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block slider-crank, ( 0� p.1..y,.. It has t,vo turning links, the slideed 
and the coupler b, and one link which both turns and S\vings, the 
block c, so that all the n1oving links have rotary 1notions. In the 
ceaseless attempts at rotary engine design all three have been 
used as piston in turn. In the first ten of our examples c is the 
piston ; in the seven next it is d, and in the last three figures b. 

Fig. l, Pl. X\rIII. represents a for1n of steam-engine used by 
'\Vard* in 1821 to drive a paddle steamer, and after,vards by 
!.-foulinet (1847), and by Schneider! 1862 for factory purposes. 

The chan1ber and piston are formed respeetively from d and c, 
so that the 1nachine is a direct inversion of that of Fig. 1, _PL XIV. The stea111 distribution is n1anaged by trunnion 
valves, ,vhich can be conveniently arranged in connection ,vith the 
centre 1. The fly-,vheel is placed upon b, ,vhich is th6 piece ,vhose 
velocity is required to be as unifor1n as possible.

Fig. 2, PL XVIII. Steam-engine used by S. l\forey§ for a 
paddle-stean1er in 1819,-by Crarner, in 1834 as a three cylinder 
cngine,11-and again in 1862 by Schneider for driving machine
tools. The difference between this arrange1nent and the last is 
that here the link d is the one to ,vbich the uniform rotary motion 
is given. 1\1:orey, "\Yard and Schneider are all An1ericans; the 
idea once so,vn in their country seen1s to have extended itself 
rapidly. These arrangements have the obYious advantage that all 
their moving parts have rotary motion ; they therefore permit of 
the use of a nu1nber of different constructive forms. 

Fig. 3, Pl. XVIII. Emery's Pumpf (America). This is a 
combination of four turning- blocks, and so has for its general
formula 4(C;P.1..)". The fixed link Ct, is the chamber, the four blocks 
c the pistons. Bet,veen the latte1· and the sides of the chamber 
there is higher pairing. An arrangen1ent of stops, not shown in 
the figure, prevents either the formation of a vacuum or the con
finement of liquid in the two Jo,ver quadrants. The link d is the 
driving link. In his later n1achines En1ery omits the coupler b,
i.e., reduces each chain by that link, and e1nploys instead of it the 

* Severin's Abhandlungen, p. 114.-Dingler's J01wnal, vol. ix., p. 291. 
t Bata.ille et Jullien, 11lacldnc a Vapcur, 1847, vol. ii., p. 241. 
t Polytcch. Journal, 1862, p. 401. 
§ Severin's Abhandlungcn, p. 110. 
II Newton, London Jonrnal of Arts, &c. ConjoineJ series, Yol. xx. (1842), p. 454. 
� Propa.yation Industrielle., vol. iv., 1869, p. 335. 
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circular groove shown in the figure to pair with the pin 2 of the 
link c. He has used the mechanisn1 for several purposes, among 
others for a ,vater meter. 

Fig. 4, Pl. XVIII. Steam-engine designed by Lord Cochrane,• 
1834. Here again the block c is the piston, this time, however, 
the turniug link b is 1nade the chamber. The steam distribution 
takes place through the centre 1 by means of a passage (shown 
dotted) in the piston c. There is a higher pairing between the link 
d and the chamber. 

J'ig. 1, Pl. XIX., represents the ,veil known gas exhauster of 
Beale.t It consists of t\\'O turning-blocks, having d as their driving
link. Its special formula is therefore 2 (c; Pj_ ); . The fixed link a 
is the chamber, and c the piston ; the coupler b appears as a circular 
sector (see � 71, Fig. 240, &c.) ,vliich \\·orks in a corresponding 
groove, 2 in 0,, and is 1nade of sufficient length to prevent any 
leakage of gas through the groove. 

:Fig. 2, Pl. XIX. Rotary steam-engine patented by Davies t 
in England in 1867. There are here three mechanisms of the form 
(c;p.1.y, united, c is the piston and driving-link, a the chamber. 
The coupler has become a cylindrical bar flattened upon one side, 
the flat side being sin1ply a portion of the cylinder 2 ,vhich is con
axial ,vith the chamber a, it corresponds, that is, to the crank-pjn in 
the n1echanism ( c;Pj_l- In consequence of the incomplete for1n in 
which the pair 2 is thus used the coupler is not fully constrained. 
For its closure Davies used a circular groove (dotted in the figure) 
in ,vhich a pin connected ,vith the block c can ,vork, he employs a 
higher pairing, that is, between c and a.. This closure, however, is 
not exact, for if the projections upon c are cylindrical their envelope 
in a, that is, the groove, ,vill not be circular, or if the groove be 
made circular the projections should be portions of cylinders con
axial ,vith 3. 

Fig. 3, Pl. XIX., shows a very old rotary pump, that of 

* Propagation lnd·ustrielle, vol. iii., 1868, p. 180. 
t Clegg, .Jfanujacture of Coal Gas, 5th Ed. 1868, p. 180,-Schilling Ga..s-fabrika

tion, 1866, p. 204. It will be noticed that the block c is in two pieces, which overlap 
each other in the middle of the drum <l. 'l'he two 11ieces are connected separately 
to the iwo sectors b, shaded in the figure. A later fonn of Beale's exhauster is 
illustrated in The Engineer, ?IIay, 27, 1870, p. 329. 

::: Propaga.fion Industricllc, vol. iv., 1869, p. 276. 
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l?an1elli, Jescribed by hin1 in 1588.* It is a cornbiuation of four 
reduced turning blocks, in which d is the driver, the coupler b is 
ornitted and the block c force-closed. Its for1nula is therefore 

The springs sho,vu in the figure have often been used for the force
closure. Ramelli himself, however, placed the machine ,vith the 
centre of the inner drum d above that of the chamber, and contented 
himself with such closure as he could obtain from the v.1eight of 
the blocks. The chamber a is made a hollo,v cylinder, and there is 
higher pairing between it and the blocks. There have been repeated 
re-inventions of this pun1p, an1ong others I may mention the 
steam-engine of Borriet ,vhich had four blocks and springs, and 
Camere's pnn1p, ,vhich has only t"'o pistons, but in ,vhich the 
closure is still €�ffected by springs.! 

Fig. 4, Pl. XIX represents a machine very si1nilar to that of 
l!an1elli. It has been proposed in England as a stea1n-engine or 
pump § by Jones and Shirreff (1856) and in A1nerica as a stea1n
engine by Ortlieb and ,,rhite (1867). It is a treble chain ( o;P.L)" 
reduced by b. 'fhe higher pairing bet,veen a and c rendered necessary 
by the on1ission of the coupler is quite correctly 1ua.de. The first
na111ed inventors leave the cylinder 2 free to revolve, in order to 
diminish as far as possible the friction between it and the blocks. 

Fig. 1, Pl. XX., sho"·s another 0rrangen1ent of the same me
chanism designed by Beale for a steam-engine II and actually 
applied by hin1 to the propulsion of a vessel. Dalgety and Ledier 
used it for a pun1p in 1854.1 Here the blocks c are made com
pletely cylindrical and left entirely free to roll. That the machine 
,vas unsuccessful cannot be wondered at, for the higher pairing
used at all the joints rendered it impossible that they should 
remain steam-tight. 

* Ramelli, Artcficiose ,l[achine (1588), P!>· 58 and 167. 
t .Batai11e et Jullien, 1.lfach. a Vapeur, 1847, i., p. 445, pl. xi. 
+ Propagation Industrielle, vol. iv., 1869, p. 337. 
§ Newton, London Jowrnal of Arts, &c., 11ew series, vol. v,., 1857, p. 9. 

Schweizerische Polywchn. Zeitschrift, vol. ii., 1857, p. 8. 
II Bataille et Jullien, A,Jachinc a Vapeur, vol. i., 1847, p. 444. Bourne, Steam, 

Engin6, p. 392. Beale appears to have employed centrifugal force-closure between 
tl1c pistons c and the chamber. 

1 Propagati<>n lndustrielle, vol. iv., 1869, p. 84. 
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1'he fonn of stea1n-engine given in Fig. 2, Pl. XX., ,vhi!.5h ,va.s
designed by Smyth,* shows ho,v far 1nen may be led by the Jelusive 
fancy that there must be so1ne special advantage in the rotary steam
eng1ne. ,ve have here a combination of four trains of the class 
(G;P.l...)" - b, the blocks ceare in their usual for1n, the higher pairing
rendered necessary by the omission or' the coupler is supplied by 
cylindrical bars ,vorking in a circular ring, and the steatn expands 
only in the spaces enclosed bet"·een the 1noving cylinders. Its 
uselessness is obviouse; it is only astonishing that it should ever 
have received any serious treatn1ent at all. 

Fig. :3, J->l. XX. Stean1-engi11e consisting of t,vo rnechanisn1s 
of the cla:;s ( c;P..1..).. . Here for the first time ,ve have d used as 
the piston ; the coupler b is a drum, touching the inner ,vall of 
the chan1ber and revolving about the axis 2, the bearings of ,,,hich
are not sho"·n. The block c for1us a joint at the place where the 
slide d passes through the drun1 b. Lechat has both designed and 
construct8d (1866) a 1uachine on this plan ,rhich had one piston
only, i.e. ,vhich contained only one train (o;p..1..)a. t Hick, of 
Bolton, had already obtained a patent for it in England in 1843.+ 
Both, ho,vever, ,vere long preceded by Lord Cochrane, ,vho in 1831 
constructed the n1achin'3 both ,vith t"·o pistons (as sho,vn in our 
sketch) and "·ith one only, and at a later date added sorne 
s1nall irnproven1ents to it.§ The An1erican Root has recently 
( 1863) re-invented the san1e 1nachine, usiug, ho,vever, three pistons
instead of t,vo.e11 

In Fig. 4 we have the same machine used as a three-armed :ventilator. It was patented in this forrn in England (1855) by
l�ellford,� and quite recently Root has again brought it to light ** 
iu very much the san1e for111. ,ve have here a striking example
of the ,,·aste of inventive energy which has so often occurred in 

" I';-actical Jfe.cka.111',c's Journal, vol. xvii., 1864-5, p. 261. 
+ Genie Indnstriel, vol. xxxii., 1866, p. 27. 
:t P1·actical 1lfechan1'.c's Jonrnal, vol. xix., 1866-7, p. 249. 
§ Propagation lndu,stridle, iii., 1868, p. 181. Newton, London Journal of Arts, 

&.c., Conjoined Series, vol. viii., 1836, p. 404, and vol. ix., 1837, p. 216. 
U Sc:ient-ific .A me.rican. New series, vol. viii., 1863, p. 63. This particular rotary 

(:ngine, in a form eith�r complete or reduced as in Fig. l .  Pl. XXJ, has lately been 
repeatedly patented, e.g., by \Yorks and Reynolds (1870), Higginson (1872) and 
Myers (1878). Its original inventor seems to h11.v1: been Trotter (1805). See 
.J::ngineering, Jan. 1 and Juue 11, 1875. 

1 Newton, London Jou·rnal of A;-ts, &c. New series, vol v., 1857, p. 112. 
• * Scientijk A m£,rf,ea,n, Nov. 1872, p. 354. 
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connection with rotary engines and pumps, and ,vhich the hitherto 
existing notions of J\Iachine Kinen1atics have been po,verless to 
prevent.

PL XXI. Fig. 1 shows another creation of the inventive 
talent of Lord Cochrane,* intended for a rotary stea1n-engine. It 
,vill be seen that this time he has given U$ a reduced chain. The 
link c of the arrangen1ent in Fig. 11 is 01nitted, the mechanisn1 
being therefore ( o;P.l)" - c, and the pairing of Fig. 269 is used, 
which leaves little hope that the joint will be steam-tight. 

The same untiring nobleman, uot contented ,vith the series of com
binations we have already mentioned, arranged the sa1ne rnechanis1n 
also in the form sho,vn in Fig. 2 of Plate XXI., ,vhich was intended :for a pump.t Here again the chain is reduced by c, but b takes 
the place of a as the chamber, so that ,ve have ( V±)=cl, b. If ,ve 
compare the mechanism shown in Pl. XVII. Fig. 4 with that of 
the figure before us, ,ve see that, apart from the arrangement of the 
ports, the one is sirnply an inversion of the other. 

In order to make the matter clearer I add in :Fig. 3, PJ. XXL, 
an arrangement of the same mechanism with the link c restored ; 
it will be seen that it is an inversion of Knott's pump, Fig. 3, 
Pl XVII. 

"\Ve mentioned in considering Pl. XX. I<'ig. 2, a peculiarity
connected with the use of 1nultiple turning-block trains) namely,
the enlargement and contraction of the space between the revolving 
pistons. This principle is applied in the mechanistn shO\\'Il in 
Fig. 4, Pl. XXI., which ii; so arranged that the space mentioned 
alternately almost disappears and becomes a maximum. It is a 
combination of two chains of the form ( c;P.l)", with cl as piston 
and a as chamber. This reduction of the space between the pistons 
to zero is effected by causing them (the two sectors d), to cover a 
suitable angle. The slide d ,vith couplers and blocks is placed out
side the chamber. Minari,! 1838, applied the chain (o;pi.y• in a 
three-fold form ; Stocker,§ 1872, used a double train only, as in our 
figure-both intended their machines as steam-engines. In this 
caseed would be the driving-link, which would be b if the machine 

• Propagation Jndustrielle, as above. 
+ Propa,tJation lndustrielle, as above. 
::: Propagatim Industrielle, vol. iii., 1868, p. 276. 
� Baicrisches Industrie-und Gewerbeblatt, 1872,- p. 167. 
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·were a pump. The joint between piston and chamber can ,vithout 
difficulty be made steam-tight, as only lo\ver pairing is used. 
Geo. Smith * used four connected turning-block trains, and placed 
the couplers inside the chamber a. Fig. 1, Pl. XXII. shows his 
arrangement adapted for a pump. The block c is omitted, and 
the pairing of the reduced chain (Fig. 268) is therefore used. The 
formula runs 4[(G;P.l)� - c]. 

Lord Cochrane gives us still another form of chamber-crank gear 
based on ( c;P.1.)�, Fig. 2, Pl. XXII. Here the link d is the 
chamber, and might at the same time be called the piston. ,ve 
should, ho,vever, perhaps rather call the drum-shaped coupler b the 
piston, as has been done in the formula. 

The coupler may also be made the piston with lo·wer pair
closure, to sho\v which I add the a1Tangement of Fig. 3, Pl. XXII., 
\vhere d is rnacle a dru1n and c a joint-piece. A similar solution 
has also been employed in practice by Fletcher (Americae?) in 
1843, in a rotary steam-engine \vhich I kno\V only by description 
and have represented in Fig. 4. It contains three mechanisms of 
the form (O;p..1.y•. The form of the coupler b here is remarkable, 
and it was principally to explain it that I added Fig. 3. Insteade. 
of using a circular pin of the common form at 2, the pin is ex
panded until it reaches the wall of the chamber a, and the pair 2 
consists of a ring-shaped channel in a and a portion of a cylindric 
ring (A+) in the piston b. Although this construction disguises 
the real nature of the machine in the most extraordinary way, our 
analysis places it at once in its proper position ,vithout the least 
constraint. 

§ 8:1. 

Chamber-crank Trains from the Swinging Slider
crank. 

(Plate XXIII. Fig. 1.) 

The swinging slider-crank (o;p..1.y is applied least often as a 
mere mechanism of the four trains formed from the chain ( C'; p..1.), 
and it has also least often been used in chamber-crank gear. 
know ind�ed only a single case in ,vhich it has been employed. 

* Thr, Engin�er, Jan. 1871, p. 56. 
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11:essrs. Simpson and Shipton • employed it in the form of a steam
engine which was shown in action at the London Exhibition of 
1851 and attracted no little attention. These inventors are the 
same as those of the machine shown in Fig. 2, Pl. x··\7II. ;
the want of any distinct comprehension of the problem which 
there showed itself appears here in almost greater measure, and 
accounts for the employment of a special auxiliary train to trans
fer the motion of the link ct to an axis turning in fixed bearings. 
This auxiliary mechanism consists of a pair of parallel cranks, 
attached at the one end to a, at the other to a fly-wheel shaft, con
axial with 3. The couplers of this mechanism are parallel to the 
principal coupler b, and form ,vith it as it were two pairs of parallel
cranks. They are quit.e rightly adapted to transfer to the axis of 3 
the motion of a, vrhich as we kno,v (§ 69) turns completely round 
during its motion. Apart from this secondary train the machine 
consists of a chain (C;P.l.) reduced by d and placed on c, in which 
the crank a, formed as a cylindric piston, is the driving link, and 
the block c the chamber. The complete formula for the mechan
ism is therefore (C� .f?..L); - d + (C�), anil for the chambering
( V±) = a, c. A comparison of this machine with that of Fig. 2, 
Plate X"\111. allo,vs us easily to understand how one and the same 
inventor devised both of them, for the one, (c;p.L)e - d, is simply
a direct inversion of the other, ( c;P.l.)b - d. t There is higher•pairing between c and a,-the preservation of a steam-tight joint is 
therefore scarcely possible. There would have been no difficulty,
had the chain not been reduced, in employing lower pairing and 
obtaining a good joint by it;· and at the same time the common 
form of steam-cylinder and piston-arranged in any way in two 
parts_:._could have been employed. I may leave it to the reader to 
investigate this much more practical form,-not advising, however,
that even so arranged the machine be again brought forward as a 
steam-engine. In the form before us, however, the machine is in the 
highest degree unpractical, in no respect so advantageous as the 
common direct-acting engine. vV11at can we say therefore to the 
extraordinary assertion of the inventor be.fore the Mechanical 

* Johnson, bnperial Cyclopt:edia; Newton, London Journal of Art,s, 7. Conjoined
series, 27, 1850, p. 207i; Repertory of Patent Inventions, Enlarged series, 
xiii., 1849, p. 287. 

+ In his collection of kinematic models at the Gewerbe Akademie in Berlin, 
Prof. Reuleanx bas used the same (invertible) model for both. 
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Engineers in Birmingham, th::tt "if (as here) the stean1 could be 
brought to bear on the crank direct, it would be a 1no re simple
and ready n1eans (for utilising steam pressure) than at present 
in use"e? •  He says this, too, at the very instant at which he has 
placed between piston and fly-,vheel shaft a mechanism con
structively so difficult as the parallel cranks ! 

The particular machine referred to ,vas said to ,vork ,veil ;-but 
,vhile this may be acknowledged, it must be added that it forins 
only one example of that tendency to aim rather at ,vhat ,ve might
call the b'rava.do in 1nachine construction than at the attain1nent of 
practically useful results ,vhich has too often proved fatal, in 
connection ,vith rotary engines, to the judgments of sober and 
sensible men. 

Chamber-crank Trains from the Turning Double 
Slider-crank. 

(Plate XXIII. Figs. 2 and 3.) 
The turning double slider-crank (§ 72) allows itself to be used 

very conveniently as a steam-engine or pump. It is indeed very 
frequently used in the form of the. ,veil known steam (" donkey ") 
pump sketched in Fig. 2, Pl. XXIII. The cross-block c is formed 
both above and below as the piston, and the fixed link d as chamber ; 
-the steam-cylinder is double-acting, the pump very frequently 
single-acting only. Its general and special formulre are therefore 
co; P; )d and < o;Pt )1 respectively. 

It will be noticed that the block b moves to and fro in its slot 
,:vith the same sort of motion as the piston in its chamber, and in
deed with the same stroke. If therefore b were to be formed as a 
piston and c as its chamber we could use ,vith these a pressure
organ again, and so cross the dead points by chain-closure (� 46). 
Jt would be extraordinary if no inventive mind had yet hit upon
this idea, and indeed we find that the American Root has based a 
design for a steam-engine upon it.t Fig. 3, Pl. XXIII. shows 
its general form. The two chambers d and c are prismatic,-of 

• The. Engineer and 1.lli:chanist (J. S. Browne), vol. i., 1850, pp. 215 and 234. 
Scienti,fic Anurica;,. New series, vol. x., 1864, p. 1P3. 
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rectangular cross section. All the joints have thus to be 111acle ,vith
plane surfaces, a construction ,vhich presents some practical diffi
culties, but (as the surfaces belong to lo,ver pairs) at least allo,vs a 
steam-tight joint to be n1ade. In its special forn1ula we have to in
dicate that both b and c are driving links,-it will therefore run 
( c;P-k)t,!c. The sources fron1 which ,ve obtain our inforn1ation 
about the machine call it the " very quintessence of sirnplicity,e" a 
j ndg1nent in ,vhich ,ve can concur only to a lin1ited ex.tent if it be 
based on considerations as to practical usefulness. 

� 85. 

Chamber-crank Trains from the Turning Cross
block. 

(Plate XX.IV.) 

By placing the chain of the last-mentioned mechanism on a ,ve 
obtain the turning cross-block, (c;r+)", the motions in ,vhich we 
have already considered in § 72. This n1echanisn1- has also been 
employed in chamber trains intended for use as rotary steam
eng1nes.

Plate XXIV. Fig. 1 sho,vs the stean1-engine of vVitty, con
structed in 1811.* This machine is a silnple inversion of the 
mechanism of Fig. 2, Plate XXIII.-on1itting the pump. The 
crank a, is the fixed link or frarne, the cylinder cl and block 
b rotate, and the cross-block c makes the cardioidic motions 
,vhich ,ve no,v kno,v, for its centroids and that of a are Cardanjc
circles of which the larger belongs to c. The circles are sho'\'.\1n in 
the figure. The cross-block c is paired to cl both by the sliding
pairs at 4 and as a piston. It must therefore be placed in the 
exponent as the driving-link. 

\Vitty appears to have been interested in the 1notions of his 
machine, and to have examined the point-paths of the cro�s
block, for he constructed a second machine (in Hull) in which 
the chain ,vas reduced by the block b, and higher pairing conse
quently used between c and a. (Fig. 2, PL XXIV.) The fran1e 
a, is provided with a rim which has for its profile a curve eq_ui-

' 8everin's Al,handl11ngn1, 1 s21;, p. 62. 
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distant to a (curtate) peri-trochoid (cf. §§ 22 and 23). All diameters 
of this trochoid passing through 1 are equal, so that the rollers upon
the rod c re1nain always in contact with the rim, have, that is to 
say, a closed motion. Witty's second machine can hardly be said 
to be practically useful, but notwithstanding this it ,vas again 
proposed, in an almost unaltered form, by Andrew in 1858.* 

Noticing the eccentric position of the axis 1 in the trochoidal 
ring, ,ve see that it ,vould not be difficult to use the link c as a 
piston, ,vorking within a suitably formed peri-trochoidal chamber. 
This has been several times done, as for example by Franchot in 
Paris. Fig. 3 is an outline of his machine. d is formed as a 
cylindric drun1, c as a piston, its two semi-cylindrical ends in 
contact with the sides of a. Serkis-Ballian exhibited a very
similar machine in Paris in 1867.t 

Woodcock combined two chains in his machine,+ for which 
the general formula is therefore 2 [(C';P-}); - b)], (PL XXIV. 
Fig. 4). The sectional profile of the chamber should again be 
peri-trochoidal ; the block c is of fixed length and has rounded 
ends. According to the drawings before us, however, Woodcock 
made the chamber circular. Such an approximation is, of course,
defective, but might work tolerably ,veil if some,vhat elastic 
packing pieces were used, and if the eccentricity, i.e., the length
of the crank, were made very small. The latter was the case in 
"\Voodcock's machine.§ 

Of the four machines mentioned in this section the three last 
have the least importance, for the peri-trochoidal profile does not 
possess any special advantages to counterbalance the constructive 

* Newton, London Journal of Arts, &c., New Series vol. ix., 1859, p. 335. 
t He obtained a French patent for its application as a pump,-Propagatio1� 

lndustrielle, vol. iv. , 1869, p. 241 ; as to the steam-engine, see further Genie 
lnd1t6triel, vol. xxix. 1865, p. 203. 

::: Newton, London Journal of Arts. Conjoined series, vol. xxiii., 1843, p. 93. 
§ Another engine formed from the train (C�P-fj)• in a way very similar to the two 

last is that of Hyatt, (Bourne, St. Eng., p. 132) or �rilson (Bourne, St. .Eng., p. 892). 
Here, however, the chamber seems to have been made elliptical, or nearly so, and we 
are told that the working of the piston in it illustrates a " peculiar and unlooked
for characteristic of the elliptical figure,i" although " the true action is only to be 
secured when the amount of ellipticity is exceedingly slight ! " A couple of force
closed slid.iug pairs are used to keep the pieces which correspond to the ends of the 
piston c in contact (with higher pairing) with the sides of the chamber. The 
arrangement is of course quite worthless. 
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difficulties connected ,vith ite·, nor does the first n1achine althouah 
' 0 

in it. the use of lo,ver pairing allo,vs the joints to be 1nacle stean1-
tight ,vithout difficulty, offer any practical advantages. 

§ SG. 

Ohamber-crank Trains from the Lever-crank. 

Plates XXV. and XXVI., Figs. 1 and 2. 
The quadric crank-chain (0�) has also been used in 111any ,vays 

as a prime- mover or pump, hy forming some pair of its links into 
cha1nber and piston. Our figures represent in the first place 
several n1achines forn1ed fron1 the lever-crank ( 0�)'1. 

Fig. 1, Pl. XXV. sho,vs a mechanism ,vhich has been used 
by Bramah as a pun1p,* and by Thiiorgan t (1830) and then by 
Ericsson ! as a steam-engine. The lever c is in each of the three 
cases f orn1ed as the piston, the frame d as the chamber. The 
motion of the piston is the ref ore an oscillation about the axis 4. 
If used as a pump its special formula is ( 0:)1 . 

Instead of n1aking the piston form a single sector only, t,vo or 
more sectors may he employed for the purpose. Gray, in the 
arrangement sho,vn in Fig. 2, used sectors ,vhich had for their 
outer surface spherical zones,§-the chamber being n1ade part of 
a. corresponding hollow sphere,-and on this account he called his 
machine a spherical steam-engine. This form does not appear to 
possess any special advantage ,vbatever. Thompson,11 ,vho used 
two of his mechanisms as a coupled engine, used the links c and 

* Laboulayc, Oin�11uttiquc, 1864, p. 776. 
+ Propagation Ind1lSt1·iclle, vol. iii., 1868, 1). 151. 
:t Johnson, Imperial Cyclopa·dui, Ericsson's semi-cylindrical marine engine, 

Description of the plates, p. 3. See also Bourne's .ltlodc·rn E)xi1nples of St,ea,111,, etc. 
Engines,-where Ericsson's engine� of the Dfrtator are illustrated by plates of which 
the excdlence is worthy of a better subject. Root has also proposed a " double 
quadrant," engine in which the two pistons swing upon different centres i n  one 
chamber, which the crank shaft crosses between them. See Spon's D-ictionary of 
Engine.ering, p. 2444. 

§ Genie Industricl, vol. xii., 1856, p. 15. Sec also vol. , _xviii., p. 317 ; and 
Schweizc riscltc Polyfrchn. Zcitschrift, vol. i . ,  1856, p. 140. 

II Newton, L1Jndon Jou;-nalof Arts, &c. Conjoined Series, iii., 1834. p. 125. 
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d as chamber and piston respectively,-( V±) = d, c,-but fixed 
the piston and allowed the chamber to oscillate. 

Degrand formed the piston c as a sector of a so-called cylindric
ring (" globoid ring")* which worked through two stuffing-boxes 
in the chamber d, as in Fig. 3.t The construction of such a 
machine prevents obvious difficulties. 

Fig. 4, Pl. XXV. represents another rotary steam-engine of Lord 
Cochrane's.t The chain is here used quite differently,-the crank a 
is made the piston and d the chamber. A doubled mechanism is 
used in order to prevent the steam passing away at wrong times. 
The coupler b has becon1e a gun-metal packing piece, and the pins 
2 (the crank pin) and 3 are not closed kinematically but only by the 
steam pressure or by some external load. The lever c forms a dia
phragm swinging in the chamber. On account of the force-closure of 
b the formula will be 2 { ( o;)d - � }, and we have also ( V±) = a, d. 

. It will be remembered that the crank a has to work steam-tight 
both against the sides and the periphery of the chamber. The 
details of the packing are omitted in our figure. 

Lord Cochrane has also used this train reduced, as in the case of 
Fig. 3. Pl. XX.,-the arrangement he adopted is shown in Fig. 1 ,  
Pl. XXVI.§ Three mechanisms are here combined ; the coupler b is 
omitted, the lever c itself being held in contact with a by force
closure. The steam and exhaust ports are formed in the piston,
and made to communicate v;ith passages and openings in the 
shaft 1. 

Cooke used the mechanism ( O�)d in the first place as a steam
engine ll (1868) ; making a the piston, d the chamber, and forming 
c as a curved block sliding in and out through the ,vall of the 
chamber and having its end force-closed against the piston a, it 
became therefore ( o;l - b. Afterwards, however, he employed it 
as a blower in the form shown in Fig. 2, Pl. xx,rr.,r The chain 

* Cf. Berliner Ve,,rhandlungen, 1872, p. 248, note 3. 
t Propagation lnclustrielle, vol. iii., 1868, p. 245. The French patent is 

dated 1837. 
+ Hataille et Jullien, Machines a Vape1tr, vol. i., 1847, p. 445 ; Repertory of 

Patent Inventions. Enlarged series, vol. ii., 1843, p. 193. 
§ Propagatio1i J1ulustrielle, vol. iii., 1868, p. 182. The patent dates from 1831. 
II Propagation lndustrulk, vol. iv., 1869, p. 337. 
� Proc. Inst. C. E. , November, 187 5 ; Engineering, vol. viii. (1869) p. 269. 
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is here con1plete,-crank, coupler, lever, and frame all appearing 
in their ordinary for1ns outside the chamber. d is made the 
chamber and a the piston, ,vhile a piece connected ,vith the lever 
c ren1ains a.l"·ays in contact ,vith the latter. The contact here is 
made by for1ning the end of this piece as a portion of a cylinder 
having its axis at 3. This machine has been constructed uporr. a 
large scale and used as a ventilator in mines. It is the only one 
of thos� represented in the last six figures which can really be 
called practical, for it presents no special constructive difficulties,
and ,vith the small pressures necessary in a mine ventilator there 
should be no difficulty in making the jo:nts sufficiently tight. 

§ 87. 

Chamber-crank Trains from the Double-crank. 

Plate xx·v1., Figs. 1 and 2, and Plate XXVII. 
The double-crank ( o;) "' has been several times used in chamber

gear ; I illustrate here five cases of its employment. 
Fig. 3, Pl. XXVI. represents a pump constructed by Heppel, 

(Switzerland).* It is a combination of four double-cranks. The 
train of thought ,vhich has led up to it may have been somewhat 
similar to that ,vhich produced the machine, Fig. 4. Pl. XXI. 
The fixed link a is again the chamber, and one of the turning cranks 
d the piston, 'While the second turning link b-here made in the 
form of a disc, having 2 for its centre, and connected by the link c 
,vith the piston-allows of the alternate increase and decrease of the 
velocity of the latter. 

Lemielle's ventilator,t Fig. 4, PL XXVI., ,vhich is frequently
used, is a machine very si1nilar to the last. Here a is aaain the 
cha1nber, but c is made the piston instead of d, and the crank b is 
formed as a drun1 of suitable dimensions. Very much the same 
1nay be said of Len1ielle's ventilator as of Cooke's ; it has been 
constructed upon a large scale, and has found 1nany friends 111 

Belgiu111 and in England. 
* Propngation lndustriclk, voJ. iv., 1869, p. 85. French pa.tent dated 185:>. 
t ,veisbach, 1llcchanik, vol. iii., 1mrt 2, p. 1118 (where a two-armed " piston. 

wheel," of Lcmielle's is described) ; Dingler, Polytech. Journal, vol. 150,; Civil 
Engineer and Architect's Journal, Sept. 18r-8,; Civil Ingeniettr, i., 185-1, p. 83. 
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Fig. 1,  Pl. XXVII. represents another priinitive pump which 
comes to us from Ramelli.* It is a combination of three mechan
isms of the class under consideration, and might be looked at ( apart 
from its date) as formed by reduction from Lemielle's ,vheel. The 
guiding crank d, namely, is omitted from the chain, and also the 
higher pairing which should l'eplace it, so that the piston c is force
closed only against the chamber. Its general formula, is therefore 

3 { ( O�)" - d - ; J 
The relation bet,veen this machine and that of Lemielle forms an 

interesting example of the course which we described in Chapter VI 
as that taken by machine development,-the newer form of Lemielle 
is simply the kinematic completion of the older one of Ramelli. 

In Fig. 2, Pl. XXVII., we have a machine which is an adap
tation of llamelli's pump to the purposes of a steam-engiue,-it
is another result of the unwearying activity of Lord Cochrane. 
The link d is again omitted, and c force-closed. The machine is 
altogether very incomplete. 

Fig. 3, PJ. XXVII., represents another, and much less incomplete
form of rotary steam-engine founded upon the mechanism (O'{)"'. _It is the invention of Rosky (Elbing) and is known to me only by 
description, The chain is used singly only, so that a separate valve 
has to be employed to prevel!-t the steam from passing through the 
chamber when c is at the lo,ver part of it. The link d is held 
against the wall of the chamber by force-closure. Its formula is 
therefore, c being the driving link, ( C�');, and for the chamber
ing (V±) = c, a.50 

§ 88. 
Chamber Trains from Conic Crank Mechanisms. 

Among the numerous steam-engines and pumps which we have 
now described and analysed there are many which it has been 
possible either to explain or to describe by the older methods only
,vith difficulty, and the nature of which, therefore, has remained 
indistinctly understood by very many mechanicians.. Besides these, 
ho,vever, there exists a machine, or rather a small series of machines, 

• ltamelli, Artcficiose Mach·ine, 1588, p. 60. 
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which has been hitherto far less understood than any of those which 
have been mentioned. I mean the so-callede" disc-engine," and the 
rotary engines and pumps constructively connected ,vith it. 
Since their invention, forty years ago, the real nature of these 
machines has remained a riddle. It is related that a distinguished 
philosopher of the last decade said to his students towards the close 
of his life that all of them had failed to understand him except one, 
and that he had misunderstood him. The study of these machines 
reminds us irresistibly of this story, for it may really be said of 
them that very fe\v have understood them, and these, their inventors 
included, have understood them ,vrongly ! 

There have been a nun1ber of these machines. One of them was 
exhibited at the Paris Exhibition of 1867 ; another spread its 
work daily all over the world by driving the Times printing-press.*
"\Vherever we look for an explanatory description of the action of 
the machine, hov;rever, we find, according to my experience, that 
the ,vbole n1atter is enveloped in a kind of glorified haziness.t The 
most various turnings and windings are used in the patent specifica
tions in order to make clear to others what a happy inspiration has 
given to the inventor ; while the theorist whose ,vork compels him 
to treat the machine kinematically obviously hurries over it, some
times in a very confused manner, and sometimes even with the 
direct confession of failure to comprehend it. 

1'he cause of all this lies simply in the fact that the methods of 
investigation hitherto used have attempted to find motions ,vithout 
first looking for the conditions under ,vhich they are constrained. 
What is really before us in the disc-engine and other machines of 
the same kind is nothing more than a series of chamber-crank 
trains formed from conic crank mechanisms. For by treating these 
in the way described in § 78, i.e., by forming suitable links as 
chamber and piston and adding proper valve gear, we can obtain 
all those varieties of conic chamber-crank gear which have yet
made their appearance. 

It is remarkable that the course of empirical invention has 

hitherto confined itself within the limits of the case ,vhere three 
of the links of the chain ( C';) are right-angled, the chain there
fore being (Cf-OL). This chain we called above (§ 75) the 

• This engine, which was no success, was thrown a.side in 1857. 

t See for example a pa.ssage quoted by R. S. Burn, .8t,eam-Engine, p. 137. 
. 
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§ 89. 
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(normal) conic double-slider chain. \Ve showed that three 
mechanisms could be formed by it ; two of these appear as 
chamber-crank gear, and the energy which always seems to accom
pany the search for solutions of the problem of the rotary 
engine has found for these two a great variety of forms. 

Chamber-gear from the Conic Turning Double
slider. 

Plates XXVIII to XXXI. 

The rotary steam engine which specially receives the name of 
disc-engine is represented in Fig. I, Pl. XXVIII. It is com
monly known as Davies' * engine, but is sometimes also called 
after Bishop, who at a later date made some improvements in it 
The first inventors are, according to published accounts, the brothers 
Dakeyne (England), who patented the machine in 1830, and pro
posed to use it both as a steam-engine and as a pump.t There are 
many descriptions of it ; that of Johnson t is very co1nplete, the 
particular machine he speaks of being the one above mentioned as 
having been used in the Tinies printing office, which \Vas constructed 
with Bishop's improvernents. It is in reality the mechanis1n 
(OiCL)d, the turning conic double-slider, (see § 75. No. 15), in 
which the fixed link d i'3 made the chamber, and the coupler b the 
piston. It is therefore the same kinematic chain which, placed 
upon a, forms the Hooke's or universal joint. 

The crank a is easily recognised ; it turns upon the pin 1, and 
°is paired by the pin 2 with the coupler b. This carries at 90

from 2 its second pin 3, paired with the block c. The last men
tioned link turns about an axis perpendicular to the plane of the 

° paper and therefore also at 90 to the axis of 3. The cylinder-pair 
or, more generally, the pair of revolutes, of this fourth axis is not 
fully constructed ; it consists of the block c forn1ed as a sector, and 

* In consequence of a n1isprint in Bernozdlli, which has now survived five 
editions, this has been known in Germany for years as Darrills machine.-R. 

+ Repertory of Patent In1;entims, vol. ii., 1831, p. 1 ;  Newton, London Journal of 
� rts, &c., Second Series, vol. ix., 1834, p. 19. The Dakeynes do not seem actually 
to ha.ve constructed any machines under their patent. 

::: Johnson, Imperfril Oyclopfl!.dial Steam-engine, p. 19, plates xii. to xiv. 
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a channel or groove in ,vhich it slides, and ,vhich forms a part of 
the chan1ber d. \Ve thus have in the links a, b, c, d, the kinematic 
chain 

C+ . . .  L . . . (C) . . . 1- . . . (C) . . . l_ . . .  (C) . . . l_ . . . c:. 

which is placed upon the l'ight-angled link d adjacent to the acute
angled link d. 

It is most important that the arrangement of the cha1nber and 
piston should be rightly understood. The link b forms the piston. 
It has the form of a plane disc provided ,vith spheric surfaces to 
work in contact ,vith the chamber both at its centre and periphery. 
The form of the interior of the cha1nber d is that of two circular 
cones, which are the envelopes to the motion of the plane sides of 
the disc. These cones are indicated in Fig. 2 by the letters A H G  
and CI![. The surfaces A B  and Cn of the piston touch then1 
al"·ays in one generator, for the axis 2 al,vays makes the sa1ne 
angle a, the complement of the Yertex angle of the cones, ,vith 
their axis. 

It ,vill be noticed that the geometrical axis of the pin 3 moves 
always in one plane, in the figure the plane of the paper. Parallel 
to this plane there is a diaphrag� 4 fixed in the chamber. It has 
plane sides ; in reality, however, it is nothing but a portion of a 
revolute upon an axis ,vhich is perpendicular to the plane of the 
paper and passes through the centre of the chamber. In other 
words, it is a part of the same figure as the ring channel ,vithin 
,vhich the block c slides. A corresponding continuation of the 
block c itself also exists, as the section in Fig. 2 sho,vs. This 
figure is a projection upon a plane some,vhat inclined to the hori
zontal, so as to show a portion of one side of the diaphragm. It 
sho,vs at L the continuation of c in the form of two portions of a 
cylinder paired internally ,vith the diaphragm d, and exte_rnally 
with an open cylinder in the disc b. Both pairings are lower, so 
that these continuations of the block serve as packing pieces. 
Between them and the ext-ernal sliding-block c there is no kine
matic difference ; the pair 4 externally takes the form R,+R- ( or 
O+C-) and internally the form JLR+ (or G:C+) ; and the pair 3 
takes the forms o-c+ and a+ O- respectiveJy. 

If ,ve assume that it is possible to obtain a tight joint by the 
higher pairiiig between the surfaces of the disc and the walls of 

.j
. •

i 
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the chamber we can now see how the periodic s\veeping of the 
chamber by the piston allows us to use the machine with a pressure
organ. The diaphragm E F divides the horse-shoe shaped space 
on each side of the disc into two parts, the volumes of which 
change alternately from zero to the whole capacity of the horse-shoe 
and back again to zero. A suitable valve gear is added and com
pletes the machine as a double acting pu1np or steam-engine. 

I 1nust here mention that I have used the form of a slotted 
cylinder at L, for the piece \vhich is kinematically identical with 
the block c, somewhat at hazard, for in the descriptions it is always 
spoken of sin1ply as a packing-piece and its nature is not always 
indicated very clearly. In Johnson's beautiful engravings men
tioned above this important point is entirely omitted. From 
several of the patent drawings it might be inferred that the disc 
was simply provided ,vith a radial slit as sho,vn Fig. 3. This 
would be the reduction of the chain by the block c and the substi
tution for the latter of the kind of higher pairing shown in Fig. 270 ; 
it would be analogous, therefore, to the reduction used in Lamb's 
steam-engine Fig. 1, Pl. XV. It may be further remarked that 
in the earliest disc-engines (Dakeyne's and some others) the 
external semicircular hoop b with the pin 3 and the external block 
c are omitted, the link c being thus entirely absent. The mechanism 
shown in our engraving, where b is the driving-link, has for its 

4

special formula ( OfGL)b. 
There are considerable difficulties in the way of making a steam

tight joint at the line of contact of the disc and the cones. Bishop 
attempted to solve this problem by covering each of the conic 
surfaces ,vith an armour of packing plates, upon which the disc could 
slide, and which were pressed from behind by adjustable springs. 
The bravado in machine-construction appears to make light of all 
difficulties ! We can only wonder ho,v far men may be led by that 
fascination of whatever is unusual and singular which once sur..
rounded, and for many persons appears still to surround, everything 
connected with machinery. 

If we look for the counterpart of the disc-engine among the 
forms of chamber-crank gear obtained from cylindric crank trains, 
,ve might take some of those formed from the turning double
slider (C2P½ )\ for the three infinit� links of this chain corre
spond to the three right-angled links of the mechanism before us. 
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The right-angled links in the conic trains do not, however, differ 
so ,videly fron1 the others in form as the infinite links in the cylin
dric chains. \Ve n1ay on this account look for the counterpart of 
the disc-engine also among the mechanisms (O;P.L)d, and among 
them ,ve find in Lamb's engine one ·which has a great resemblance 
to it. In both b is the piston and the driving-link and d the 
chamber; in both also the piston, on account of the on1ission 
of c, is fitted ,vith a slot ,vhich moves to aud fro upon a plate forming 
part of the frame; in Lamb's engine, too, ,ve might replace c by a 
slotted cylinder si1nilar to that here shown. The comparison is 
very instructive. 

The disc-engine has been introduced into France by Bouche * and 
by l\Iolardf in a forn1 sorne,vhf\t differing from that above described ; 
-the last named engineer, especially, has endeavoured to extend its 
use as a steam-engine. The form used by both is that shown in 
Fig. 4, PL XXVIII. Here the chan1ber cl is extended over the pin
2 of the link b, and encloses a cone ,vhich forms part of a. This 
cone is simply the revolute 1 properly belonging to a. Bishop's
external coupler b and block c are not used. Within the slot 
of the disc there appears, however, to have been used a metal 
packing-piece corresponding to the block c.t The careful con
struction of the surfaces of the disc and its enveloping cones is 
relied upon to give a steam-tight joint bet,veen them. 

Fig. 5 shows an older form of the disc-machine, proposed by 
Davies in 1837 and intended for a pump.§ Here again the link 
c is entirely omitted, the crank a indeed is also omitted, but there 
is substituted for it an auxiliary mechanism. This consists of 
a crank with a spheric pin placed upon an axis normal to that 
of the chamber, and connected by 1neans of a V-shapecl coupler 
to a cross-spindle forming part of b. This spindle, for constructive 
reasons, is placed as in Fig. 6, and not at right angles to the slot 
in the disc, an error which n1ight easily have been avoided. The 
entire machine is a clumsy approximation to (G-kGL)d, ,vbich could 

* Pro-pagatiQ11, Industrielle, Vl)l. iii. 1868, p. 244 (Patent dated 1835). 
t Rapport du J1try International, 1868, vol. ix., p. 82. 
+ Tresca, Rapport sur 1tne Jfachine Locomobile de �lf. ltfolard,-B1tlletin de la 

Soc. d'Encouragement, 2nd Series, vol. xix, 18i2, p. 49. 'l'resca suggests, too, that 
the " temporary successe'' of the disc-engine was not unconnected with the novelty 
of its method of action. 

Newton, Lo11doii Journal of Al'ts, &c. Conjoined series, Yvl. xix., 1842, p. 18. 
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serve in any case only for pumps \\·orking against a very small head. 
Practically the ,vhole construction is worthless. 

§ 90. 
Chamber-gear from the Conic swinging 

Cross-block. 

Plate XXIX. 

The s,vinging cross-block ( OfOL)b gives us results which do not 
differ kinematically from those furnished by the turning double
slider (OfOL)d . This has been already shown in § 75. Here,
however, I have separated the two classes of mechanisms, for this 
enables us to arrive more naturally at the three following machines, 
which are indeed almost literally inversions of those which we have 
been con�idering.

Fig. 1, Pl. XXIX. in the first place, which is given only to mak� 
the nature of the others more intelligib]e, is a simple inversion 
of Fig. 1, Pl. XXVIII.; b is fixed, the chamber d moves upon it, 
a turns about 2 instead of about 1 ; the block c is placed as a 
packing-cylinder in the slot of the disc b. The figure will help
to explain that of Duncan's machine* Fig. 2. In it b is again the 
fixed link, but the piston disc has taken the forn1 of a double cone, 
and the chamber is made spherical. The revolute 1 of a, which in 
the last figure is a simple cylinder, is here the double cone ; its 
axis is A A, which is caused by the link d to oscillate exactly as 
in Fig. 1. The block c might be arranged so as again to form a 
packjng-cylinder, having a perpendicular axis in the centre of 
the partition in b. Duncan appears, however, to have used hemp 
packing.

Fig. 3, Pl. XXIX. shows a construction in which the crank of 
]fig. 2, or rather of Fig. 1, is replaced by a very much less advan
tageous arrangement. It was proposed by Davies in 1837,-besides 
the pump we have described (Fig. 5, Pl. XXVIII.),-and the addition 
consists of a cylinder pair, and four spheric pairs, that is of a chain 
(0 G4), replacing the crank. A patent was taken out in !!'ranee 
1n 1838, by Gossage,t for a very similar arrangement, which ,vas 

* Clark's Table of J,fechanical Motions, Nos. 61 and 62. 
t Propagation lndustrielle, vol. iii., 1868, p. 246._ 
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§ 91. 

LARIVIERE AND BRAITHWAITE, DUCLOS. 

intended for a steam-engine. If these two inventors had only 
noticed how much more easily they could attain their object by 
a mere inversion of the chain such as is shown in Fig. 1, they
would have spared themselves the trouble of scheming their 
complex substitute for the crank 

Chamber-gear from· the Conic Turning Cross-block. 

Plates XXX. and XXXI. 
Of the two remaining positions of the conic double-slider chain, 

that upon c has not fowid any favour with the inventors of rotary 
steam-engines,-while that upon a, the train (OfOL-)a, has been 
very frequently turned to account. This mechanism, which is that 
of the universal joint, has (unknown to the inventors) formed the 
basis of the six following machines. 

Fig. 1, Pl. XXX. Rotary steam-engine of Taylor and Davies.• 
The chambering is here carried out exactly as in Fig. 1, PL XXVIII, 
and the packing piece c is also added. The crank a, however, is 
made the frame, so that both the piston b and the chamber d (the
latter carrying the block c with it) have pure turning motions. 
They correspond exactly to the two shafts of the universal joint, 
while the block c, which we have seen to consist of two revolutes 
with their axes at right angles, is the cros:; itself. 

Fig. 2, Pl. XXX. Rotary steam-engine of Lariviere and Braith
,vaite.t Here a, the fixed link, is the chamber, and is made to enclose 
the two turning links b and d, an<l also the block c ; d is the only 
one of the moving links visible externally. The diaphragm in d,
corresponding to the revolute 4, is carried across the diameter of the 
chamber, which makes the machine double-acting without rendering 
it necessary to make use of the space upon the left of the disc b. 

Duclos t also made the link a the chamber (Fig. 3, Pl XXX), he 
carried the spindle of b right through it, however, and made the 
link d merely a rotating blade or wing. It must not be forgotten 

• Newton, London Journal of .Arts, &c. Conjoined Series, vol xviii., 1841, 
p. 97. Patent dated 1836 ; see also same work, vol. xix., p. 18. 

t .Propagation Inaustrielle, vol iii., 1868, p. 211. 
::: Propagation lndustrielle, Tol. iv., 1869. Patent dated 1867, 
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that the revolutes of which d consists are represented respectively 
by the double cone 1 of a (having A A for its axis) and the plane
pair forn1ing the sides of d itself (and forming a section of a 
revolute of \Yhich the axis is perpendicular to the plane of the 
paper).

The machine of Kuster, PL XXXI. Fig. 1, known to me only 
by description, is very similar to that of Duclos. Here the chamber, 
instead of being made a double cone with spheric sides, is a globoid 
or cylindric ring, of ,vhich the piston d is a sector. I have no 
details of the packing used where the piston d passes through the 
slot in the disc b,-but it appears to be very defective. 

Fig. 2, Pl. XXXI. ,vood's rotary steam-engine.* This machine 
is very nearly related to that of Duclos, but here the cross-block 
c receives a n1ore important position in the train than that of a mere 
packing-piece. Its formation from two revolutes 3 and 4 crossing
each other at right angles is obvious at once. The disc b has a slot 
profiled as in Fig. 281 for the motions of the piston d. The 
chamber a has for one of its revolutes the double cone upon the 
axis AA, for the other the bearings 2 of the driving-shaft b. I 
must mention that I have somewhat altered "\Vood's dra·wing.
Instead of the cross-arm 4 this shows the two convergent arms 4' 
as in Fig. 3. With such an aIT8ngement, however, the mechanism 
cannot move, for the piston, if it were constructed as shown at 
c', could not revolve in the chamber. For by the spindle 3, ,vhich 
\Vood distinctly showed to be rigid, c' is compelled to remain 
always in the plane of the axis 2, so that the breadth of the piston 
must vary periodically between the real width of the chan1ber 
and the width shown in the drawing. From the existence of this 
error, and others which may be discovered by a closer examination 
of the original drawing, it is evident that this machine, in spite 
of its representation and treatment by Bataille, had never actually 
been at work. 

Our last illustration, Fig. 5, PL XXXI., shows one of the latest 
productions of the inventive spirit '\\'hich is kept alive by this 
rotary machine problem. It is the rotary engine of Geiss,t who 
has it at ,vork at Gebweiler. The chamber a is hemispherical. 
The link b, the continuation of which serves as a fly-wheel shaft, 

• Bataille et Jullien, l>fachines d, Vapeur, 1847, vol. i., p. 447. 
t Pr()J}a.gation Industrielle, vol. v., 1870, p. 132. 
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terminates in a cone having a spherical head. In this there is 
made the joint, nor1nal to the axis 2, for the piston disc c, which 
passes right across the hemisphere. The mechanism is a turning 
cross-block in which the axes of the revolutes 1 and 2 enclose 
an angle of 45° . The turning-pair 2 is easily recognisable,-the 
pair 1 not quite so readily ;-for this there indeed exists only one 
revolute,-the side of the hemispherical chamber-which is a 
plane cone having its axis in the line A A. The link a is 

K0therefore O- . . .  L . . .  O- or more strictly . . .  L . . .  C-. The 
link b consists of t"'O revolutes 2 and 3 normal to each other, the 
latter forming part of the spheric head of the link. The link d 

is omitted, so that the chain is reduced, and has for its general 
formula (0-}0L)• - d. It is on account of this omission of d that 
we bave only the one revolute of the pair 1 ; and for the same 
reason there is a higher pairing bet,veen c and a, ,vhich is effected 
by rounding the edge of the piston c so that it can ,vork upon the 
plaue cone of the link a. It can easily be seen that only a very
defective steam-joint can be made in this ,vay. It would have 
been easy to have obtained a better joint, using lovver pairs only, 
by retaining the link d and forn1ing it as a packing-piece in some 
such way as is shown in Figs. 6 and 7. 1\Iy sources of information 
about the machine are not, however, so distinct as might be wished,
so that it is possible that something of the kind may actually 
exist in it. 

In the last six machines ,ve have had b once for piston, c once, 
and cl four tin1es, as chamber ,ve have had d once and a five times. 

Different forrns have been given to the chamber ; n1ost frequently, 
ho,vever, it has taken the form of a double cone, and by many this 
particular form has been looked upon as essential. It has certainly 
given both inventors and improvers much food for thought. They 
have found it exceedingly difficult to realise distinctly the half 
rolling, half sliding motion of the disc. Davies must have believed 
it to be a pure rolling motion like that of spur wheels, for in 1838 
he patented a disc-pump in which both the disc and the conic 
surfaces were toothed like bevel wheels.* He included the 
machine, that is, in the class of chamber -whee l  trains which 
we shall have to consider in the next chapter. The diaphragm 

• Newton, L011don Journal of Arts, &c. Conjoined Series, vol. xix., 1842,.p. 153. 
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formed as it ,verc a tooth comn1on to both cones, the slot in the 
plate was the hollow in the double-faced ,vheel b in ,vhich it 
geared.• Davies soon noticed, ho\\·ever, that it ,vas impossible 
thus to obtain a satisfactory joint between the slot and the 
diaphragm, because of the special spheric-cycloid�tl form of the 
teeth, and he seems then to have thrown the whole arrangement 
at once aside. The question as to ,vhat form the piston and t,he 
surface of the chamber would have if the n1otion between them were 
to be pure rolling is an interesting one. The forms are simply those 
of the axoids between the links b and d of the chain (C}CL). 

These axoids can be determined without difficulty from the well
known formula for the relative motions in the universal joint. In 
it the link a is fixed, and the links b and d have in turning such. a 
relative velocity that if the corresponding angles of turning be in
dicated by w and w1, 

tanwe-- 1- --- = cosa, tanw 

where a is the angle between the ax.es of b and d, that is the angle 
of the link a.t From this we obtain the ratio of the angular 
velocities w and 1v of the two axes of the expression 

1 

1l\ _ cosa 
-- - - ----· - . .  ---···-····· . . . 
w 1 - sin2 w sin2a 

This formula expresses at the same time the relative distances of 
the instantaneous axis, that is the line of contact of the axoids, 
from the axes of the two shafts.t If we now suppose that the 
latter, instead of being convergent, are parallel, the axoids become 
cylinders instead of cones, and the equation gives us the radii of 
these cylinders,-and we have for the centroids, or normal sections 
of the axoids, curves of the form represented in Fig. 276. In the 

position shown the ratio u7i is a maximum, when contact occurs 
w 

between B and B1 it is a minimum, after the next turning of 90° 

there is again a 1naximum, and after a third similar motion another 
. .m1n1mum. 
* There is a wooden moJel of this machine in the Patent �luseum at Kensington. 

The patent is in the names of Taylor and Davies, 1836-8. 
t See Rankine, Alachinery and Milbcorf, p. 203, &c. 
: It will be remembered that the instantaneous axis must be in the same plane 

as the axes of the rerolving shafts. 
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§ 92. 

KINEMA TICS OF MACHINERY. 

Review of the preceding Results. 

Chan1ber-crank gear occurs in such an immense variety of forms 
that our investigation of it bas necessarily been somewhat extended. 
Even now I cannot for a moment say that I have exhausted all 
the forms in ,vhich it has appeared. I may rather say with 
Uhland's knight : 

" \Ver suchen will im wilden Tann, 
1'Ianch' "\Vaffensttick noch finden kann, 
1st mir zuviel gewesen." 

A comparison of the machines described sho,vs indeed that there 
are 1nany easily-constructed inversions of existing mechanisms 
which have not yet been proposed, and many analogies to existing 
forms which have not yet been tried :-so ,ve 1nay look forward still 
to the production of whole series of new chamber-crank trains by
the never resting empn:ics. 

"\Vhat our analysis has done for us is by no means unimportant.
It has led us in the first place to those general laws which inventors 
and improvers alike have follo,ved unconsciously and unsuspectingly. 
The reason for their having so unanimously chosen a crank-train 
as the foundation for their "'ork must be left for examination in a 
later chapter. Aieantime we have been able to reduce to order and 
principle the confusion which existed in the material already ac
cumulated. Our arrangement has not been chosen arbitrarily, but 
has developed itself from the essential nature of the machines ;
on this account it is available also for future forms of the same 
class of machines, which indeed we have no,v the means of scien
tifically designing.52 At the same time the principles which we have 
found furnish us with the means of forming a distinct opinion as to 
the value of the machines individually. A few out of the whole 
number show themselves to be practically useful ;-the majority, 
however, are not suited for their proposed purpose, or at best are 
distinctly inferior to others as practical solutions of the problem. 
The complete delusiveness of the supposed advantages of many 

http:designing.52
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machines has very distinctly revealed itself. Even those, ho,vever, 
which- are worthless practically have proved useful to kinematic 
science, and thus indirectly to practice also. For it is just the 
great number of the cases existing which has on the one hand so 
emphatically called for an examination of their general laws, and 
on the other hand furnished sufficient examples to render such an 
examination 11ossible. 

I believe that it is not too much to hope that, as the recogni
tion of the principles here laid down, becomes more and more 
general, the aimless search for new solutions of an old problem 
maygradually cease, and at length disappear; and that our inve.c:iti
gations may have materially assisted the scientific comprehension 
of the rotary steam-engine and pump. In the two preceding 
chapters, too, we have been able alrea<ly to gain some insight
into the direct application of a syn.thetic method to the production 
of new machines. The progress of the analysis furnished us several 
times with means for applying the converse process. The possi
bility of replacing " invention," in the old se.u.se of the word, by a 
scientific method of development:r-alluded to in the Introduction 
-has therefore already proved itself to exist. We shall have to 
return to this part of our subject further on (Chap. XIII.). 

K I I J I  
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